















 𝐸 = 𝐿$ % 𝑥, 𝜔 ⋅ 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 ⋅ 𝑑𝜔         (1) 
 
with H(x)  :	Hemisphere	above	point	x 
 L(x,w)  :	Luminance	seen	from	point	x  




 𝐸 = 𝐿// ⋅ 𝜔/ ⋅ 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃/           (2) 
 
with  i  :	ith	Pixel	within	hemisphere 
 wi  :	solid	angle	of	pixel	i 




























 𝐸 ≈ 𝐿678 ⋅ 𝜔678 ⋅ 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃          (4)	
	
The	illuminance	for	a	uniform	hemisphere	becomes		








































for ang in  0.0000001 10 30 45 60 75 85 
do 
# fix the sun luminance to 2e9 cd/m2 
echo " void light solar 0 0 3 11173184.36  11173184.36  11173184.36 " >sky.rad  
gensky -ang $ang 0 +s  |awk '{ if (NR>7 && NR<13) print $0 }'>>sky.rad 
oconv -f sky.rad >sky.oct 
 
# angular projection, 180° 
e_vta=`rpict -vp 0 0 0 -vd 0 -1 0 -dj 0 -ps 0 -dc 1 -dt 0 -x 10000 -y 10000 -ab 0 -vta -vh 180 -vv 180 sky.oct |evalglare -d -x -V `  
# hemispherical projection, 180° 
e_vth=`rpict -vp 0 0 0 -vd 0 -1 0 -dj 0 -ps 0  -dc 1 -dt 0 -x 10000 -y 10000 -ab 0 -vth -vh 180 -vv 180 sky.oct |evalglare -d -x -V ` 
# perspective projection, 122° 
e_vtv=`rpict -vp 0 0 0 -vd 0 -1 0 -dj 0 -ps 0  -dc 1 -dt 0 -x 8000 -y 8000 -ab 0 -vtv -vh 122 -vv 122 sky.oct |evalglare -f -d -x -V |awk '   
                         END{print $1 }'` 
#print values 
echo $ang  $e_vta $e_vth $e_vtv 
done 
 
---------------- for the uniform sky ------------ 
#sky description, uniform_sky.rad 
void glow sky_glow 
 0 
 0 
 4 55.86592178771 55.86592178771 55.86592178771 0 
 sky_glow source sky 
 0 
 0 
 4 0 0 1 180 
----------------------------------------------------- 
oconv -f uniform_sky.rad >sky.oct 
# angular projection, 180° 
rpict -ab 0 -ps 0 -vd 0 0 1 -vu 0 1 0 -vta -vv 180 -vh  180 -x 10000 -y 10000 sky.oct> uni_vta.hdr 
evalglare -V uni_vta.hdr 
# hemispherical projection, 180° 
rpict -ab 0 -ps 0 -vd 0 0 1 -vu 0 1 0 -vth -vv 180 -vh  180 -x 10000 -y 10000 sky.oct> uni_vth.hdr 
evalglare -V uni_vth.hdr 
 
 
-------------------------- independend calculation method provided by the Radiance author --------- 
 
 pcomb -e `vwright -vf input.hdr V` \ 
  -e 'dot=Dx(1)*Vdx+Dy(1)*Vdy+Dz(1)*Vdz' \ 
  -e 'lo=if(dot,WE*S(1)*dot*li(1),0)' -o input.hdr \ 
 | pvalue -h -H -b -df \ 
 | total -if 
